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ABSTRACT
Much of the work in agent programming assumes an execution model where an agent has a knowledge base (KB)
about the current state of the world, and makes decisions
about what to do in terms of what is entailed or consistent
with this KB. Deliberation or planning then would involve
looking ahead and gauging what would be consistent or entailed at various stages by future KBs. We show that in the
presence of sensing, this account of deliberation does not
work properly, and propose an alternative that does.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

There has been considerable work on formal models of deliberation/planning under incomplete information, where the
agent can perform sensing actions to acquire additional information. This problem is very important in agent applications such as web information retrieval/management.
However, much of the previous work on formal models of
deliberation — models of knowing how, ability, epistemic
feasibility, etc. such as [16, 3, 10, 14, 5] — has been set
in epistemic logic-based frameworks and is hard to relate
to work on agent programming languages (e.g. 3APL [9],
AgentSpeak(L) [19], etc.). In this paper, we develop new
non-epistemic formalizations of deliberation that are much
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closer and easier to relate to standard agent programming
language semantics based on transition systems. Our results show that the commonly held view that deliberation
can simply be taken as a different control regime involving
search over the agent program’s transition tree is fundamentally flawed in the presence of sensing actions.
When doing deliberation/planning under incomplete information, one typically searches over a set of states, each of
which is associated with a knowledge base (KB) or theory
that represents what is known in the state. To evaluate tests
in the program and to determine what transitions/actions
are possible, one looks at what is entailed by the KB. To
allow for sensing results, one looks at which of these are
consistent with the KB. We call this type of approach to deliberation “entailment and consistency-based” (EC-based).
In this paper, we show that EC-based approaches do not
work in general, and propose an alternative. Our accounts
are formalized within the situation calculus and use ConGolog to specify agent programs as described in Section 2,
but we claim that the results generalize to most proposed
agent programming languages/frameworks. We point out
that this paper is mainly concerned with the semantics of
the deliberation process and not much with the actual algorithms implementing such process.
In Sections 3 and 4, we develop a simple EC-based account
of deliberation (KHowEC ). We show that this account gives
the wrong results on a simple example involving indefinite
iteration. Then, we show that whenever this account says
that a deliberation/planning problem is solvable, there is a
conditional plan (a finite tree program without loops) that is
a solution. It follows that this account is limited to problems
where the total number of steps needed can be bounded in
advance. We claim that this limitation is not specific to
the simple account and applies to all EC-based accounts of
deliberation.
The source of the problem with the EC-based account is
the use of local consistency checks to determine which sensing results are possible. This does not correctly distinguish
between the models that satisfy the overall domain speci-

fication (for which the plan must work) and those that do
not. To get a correct account of deliberation, one must take
into account what is true in different models of the domain
together with what is true in all of them (what is entailed).
In Section 5, we develop such an entailment and truth-based
account (KHowET ), argue that it intuitively does the right
thing, and show how it correctly handles our test examples.
Following this, we return to discuss the meaning of these
results for agent programming language semantics.

2.

THE SITUATION CALCULUS AND INDIGOLOG

The technical machinery we use to define program execution in the presence of sensing is based on that of [6, 4].
The starting point in the definition is the situation calculus
[15]. We will not go over the language here except to note
the following components: there is a special constant S0
used to denote the initial situation, namely that situation
in which no actions have yet occurred; there is a distinguished binary function symbol do where do(a, s) denotes
the successor situation to s resulting from performing the
action a; relations whose truth values vary from situation
to situation, are called (relational) fluents, and are denoted
by predicate symbols taking a situation term as their last
argument. There is a special predicate P oss(a, s) used to
state that action a is executable in situation s. We assume
that actions return binary sensing results, and we use the
predicate SF (a, s) to characterize what the action tells the
agent about its environment. For example, the axiom

ories of [20] to allow for fluents that change in unpredictable
ways under certain conditions and deal with sensing.1
To describe a run of a program which includes both actions and their sensing results, we use the notion of a history, i.e., a sequence of pairs (a, x) where a is a primitive action and x is 1 or 0, a sensing result. Intuitively,
the history σ = (a1 , x1 ) · . . . · (an , xn ) is one where actions a1 , . . . , an happen starting in some initial situation,
and each action ai returns sensing value xi . We use end[σ]
for the situation term defined by: end[] = S0 ; and end[σ ·
(a, x)] = do(a, end[σ]). We use Sensed[σ] for the formula
of the situation calculus defined by: Sensed[] = T rue;
and Sensed[σ · (a, 1)] = Sensed[σ] ∧ SF (a, end[σ]), and
Sensed[σ · (a, 0)] = Sensed[σ] ∧ ¬SF (a, end[σ]).
Next we turn to programs. The programs we consider here
are based on the ConGolog language defined in [4], an extension of Golog [12] providing a rich set of programming
constructs. Golog and its successors have been used to
build a number of applications. These include a demonstration mail delivery robot at Toronto and York Universities, a
robot museum guide at University of Bonn [2], a character
specification program for computer animation [8], a softbot
application in the personal banking domain [11], and others.
In this paper, we will only need the following procedure-free
subset:
α,
primitive action
φ?,
wait for a condition
δ1 ; δ 2 ,
sequence
if φ then δ1 else δ2 endIf,
conditional
while φ do δ endWhile,
while loop
δ1 | δ 2 ,
nondeterministic branch
π x. δ,
nondeterministic choice of argument
δ∗ ,
nondeterministic iteration
δ1 k δ 2 ,
concurrency

N ear(d, s) ⊃ [SF (senseDoor(d), s) ≡ Open(d, s)]
states that if the agent is near a door d then the action
senseDoor(d) tells it whether the door is open. For actions
with no useful sensing information, we write SF (a, s) ≡
T rue.
Within this language, we can formulate domain theories
which describe how the world changes as the result of the
available actions. Here, we use action theories of the following form:
• Axioms describing the initial situation, S0 .
• Action precondition axioms, one for each primitive action a, characterizing P oss(a, s).
• Guarded successor state axioms of the form
α(~x, a, s) ⊃ [F (~x, do(a, s)) ≡ γ(~x, a, s)]
providing the usual solution to the frame problem but
only when the guard holds.
• Guarded sensed fluent axioms of the form
α(~x) ⊃ [SF (a, s) ≡ φ(~x, s)]
as described above.
• Unique names axioms for the primitive actions.
• A set of foundational, domain independent axioms for
situations Σ as in [20].

In [4], a single step transition semantics in the style of [18]
is defined for ConGolog programs. Two special predicates
T rans and F inal are introduced. T rans(δ, s, δ 0 , s0 ) means
that by executing program δ starting in situation s, one can
get to situation s0 in one elementary step with the program δ 0
remaining to be executed. F inal(δ, s) means that program
δ may successfully terminate in situation s.
Offline executions of programs, which are the kind of executions originally proposed for Golog and ConGolog [13,
4], are characterized using the Do(δ, s, s0 ) predicate, which
means that there is an execution of program δ that starts in
situation s and terminates in situation s0 :
def

Do(δ, s, s0 ) = ∃δ 0 .T rans∗ (δ, s, δ 0 , s0 ) ∧ F inal(δ 0 , s0 ),
where T rans∗ is the reflexive transitive closure of T rans.
An offline execution of δ from s is a sequence of actions
a, . . . , an such that: D∪C |= Do(δ, s, do(an , . . . , do(a1 , s) . . .)),
where D is an action theory as mentioned above, and C is a
set of axioms defining the predicates T rans and F inal and
the encoding of programs as first-order terms [4].
1

Such theories are essentially a special case of the guarded
action theories of [7], which generalize the basic action the-

Guarded theories, however, provide a passive account of
sensing by using online sensors instead of specific sensing
actions.

Observe that an offline executor has no access to sensing
results, available only at runtime. IndiGolog, an extension
of ConGolog to deal with online executions with sensing, is
proposed in [6]. The semantics defines an online execution
of a program δ starting from a history σ, as a sequence of
online configurations (δ0 = δ, σ0 = σ), . . . , (δn , σn ) such that
for i = 0, . . . , n−1:
D ∪ C ∪ {Sensed[σi ]} |= T rans(δi , end[σi ], δi+1 , end[σi+1 ]),


σi+1 =



σi
if
σi · (a, x) if

end[σi+1 ] = end[σi ],
end[σi+1 ] = do(a, end[σi ])
and a returns x.

An online execution successfully terminates if
D ∪ C ∪ {Sensed[σn ]} |= F inal(δn , end[σn ]).
In Golog and ConGolog, a programmer can write a nondeterministic program and rely on the interpreter to do lookahead to find a way to successfully execute the program; this
can be used for planning. In IndiGolog, lookahead is not
automatic. Instead, a search operator Σ(δ) is introduced to
allow the programmer to specify when lookahead should be
performed. We do not present the formal details here. However, suffice it to say that this operator only allows a transition for δ if there exists a sequence of further transitions
that would allow δ to terminate successfully. Unfortunately,
this fails to rule out cases where a sequence must exist but
where the agent cannot determine what the sequence is. A
more satisfactory notion of deliberation is presented in [5],
and is the basis for the ideas presented here.

3.

DELIBERATION: EC-BASED ACCOUNT

Perhaps the first approach to come to mind for defining
when an agent knows how/is able to execute a program δ in
a history σ goes as follows: the agent must be able to repeatedly choose some action that is known to be executable and
allowed by the program, such that no matter what sensing output is obtained as a result of doing the action, he
can continue this process with what remains of the program
and eventually reach a configuration where he knows he can
legally terminate. We can formalize this idea as follows.
We define KHowEC (δ, σ) to be the smallest relation R(δ, σ)
such that:
(A) for all pairs (δ, σ), if
D ∪ C ∪ {Sensed[σ]} |= F inal(δ, end[σ])
then R(δ, σ);
(B) for all pairs (δ, σ), if there exists δ 0 such that
D ∪ C ∪ {Sensed[σ]} |=
T rans(δ, end[σ], δ 0 , end[σ])
and R(δ 0 , σ), then R(δ, σ);
(C) for all pairs (δ, σ), if there exist δ 0 and an action a such
that
D ∪ C ∪ {Sensed[σ]} |=
T rans(δ, end[σ], δ 0 , do(a, end[σ]))

and for all sensing results µ such that D∪C∪{Sensed[σ·
(a, µ)]} is consistent, it is the case that R(δ 0 , σ · (a, µ)),
then R(δ, σ).
Note that here, the agent’s lack of complete knowledge in a
history σ is modeled by the theory D ∪ C ∪ {Sensed[σ]} being incomplete and having many different models. KHow EC
uses entailment to ensure that the agent knows what transition he may perform next. For instance, for a conditional
program involving different actions a1 and a2 in the “then”
and “else” branches (i.e., such that D ∪ C ∪ {Sensed[σ]} |=
a1 6= a2 ), the agent must know whether the test holds and
know how to execute the appropriate branch:
KHowEC (if φ then a1 else a2 endIf, σ) iff
D ∪ C ∪ {Sensed[σ]} |= φ(end[σ]) andKHow EC (a1 , σ)
or
D ∪ C ∪ {Sensed[σ]} |= ¬φ(end[σ]) andKHowEC (a2 , σ).
KHowEC uses consistency to determine which sensing results can occur, for which the agent needs to have a subplan
that leads to a F inal configuration. Due to this, we say that
KHowEC is an entailment and consistency-based (EC-based)
account of knowing how.
We can easily define a notion of when an agent can achieve
a goal φ in a history σ, CanEC (φ, end[σ]), based on this as
follows:
CanEC (φ, σ) iff KHowEC (while ¬φ do (πa.a) end, σ),
i.e., the agent knows how to execute the program that involves repeatedly choosing and executing some action until
the goal has been achieved. Note how this shows that ability
to achieve a goal is a special case of knowing how to execute
a (nondeterministic) program.
The EC-based account of deliberation seems quite intuitive
and attractive. However it has a fundamental limitation: it
fails on programs involving indefinite iteration. The following simple example taken from [10] shows the problem.
Consider a situation in which an agent wants to cut down
a tree. Assume that the agent has a primitive action chop
to chop at the tree, and also assume that he can always
find out whether the tree is down by doing the (binary)
sensing action look. If the sensing comes 1, then the tree
is down; otherwise the tree still remains up. There is also
a fluent RemainingChops(s), which we assume ranges over
the natural numbers and is meant to represent how many
chop actions are still required in s to bring the tree down.
The agent’s goal is to bring the tree down, which means
bringing about a situation s such that the Down(s) holds.
The abbreviation Down(s) is an defined as follows:


def

Down(s) = RemainingChops(s) = 0
The action theory D tc is the union of:
1. The foundational axioms for situations Σ.
2. Duna = {chop 6= look}.

3. D ss contains the following successor state axiom:
RemainingChops(do(a, s)) = n ≡
a = chop ∧ RemainingChops(s) = n + 1 ∨
a 6= chop ∧ RemainingChops(s) = n.
4. D ap contains the following two precondition axioms:
P oss(chop, s) ≡ T rue,
P oss(look, s) ≡ (RemainingChops > 0).
5. D S0 = {RemainingChops(S0 ) 6= 0}.
6. D sf contains the following two sensing axioms:
SF (chop, s) ≡ T rue,
SF (look, s) ≡ (RemainingChops(s) = 0).

In this section, we show that whenever KHowEC (δ, σ) holds
for some program δ and history σ, there is simple kind of
conditional plan, what we call a TREE program, that can be
followed to execute δ in σ. Since for TREE programs (and
conditional plans), the number of steps they perform can
be bounded in advance (there are no loops), it follows that
KHowEC will never be satisfied for programs whose execution cannot be bounded in advance. Since there are many
such programs (for instance, the one for the tree chopping
example), it follows that KHowEC is fundamentally limited
as a formalization of knowing how and can only be used
in contexts where attention can be restricted to bounded
strategies. As in [5], we define the class of (sense-branch)
tree programs TREE with the following BNF rule:
dpt ::= nil | F alse? | a; dpt1 | T rue?; dpt1 |
senseφ ; if φ then dpt1 else dpt2

Notice that sentence ∃n.RemainingChop(S0 ) = n (where
the variable n ranges over ) is entailed by this theory so
“infinitely” hard tree trunks are ruled out. Nonetheless, the
theory does not entail the sentence RemainingChop(S0 ) <
k for any constant k ∈ . Hence, there exists some n ∈ ,
though unknown and unbounded, such that the tree will fall
after n chops. Because of this, intuitively, we should have
that the agent can bring the tree down CanEC (Down, S0 ),
since if the agent keeps chopping, the tree will eventually
come down, and the agent can find out whether it has come
down by looking. Moreover, for the program






δtc = while ¬Down do chop; look endWhile

where a is any non-sensing action, and dpt1 and dpt2 are
tree programs.
This class includes conditional programs where one can only
test a condition that has just been sensed (or trivial tests,
which are introduced only for technical reasons). Thus as
shown in [5], whenever a TREE program is executable, it
is also epistemically feasible, i.e., the agent can execute it
without ever getting stuck not knowing what transition to
perform next. As well, TREE programs are clearly deterministic.

we should have that KHowEC (δtc , ) (note that δtc is deterministic). However, this is not the case:

Let us define a relation KHowByEC : P rogram× History ×
TREE . The relation is intended to associate a program δ
and history σ for which KHowEC holds with some TREE
program(s) that can be used as a strategy for successfully
executing δ in σ.

Theorem 3.1. Let δtc be the above mentioned program to
bring the tree down.
Then, for all k ∈
,
KHowEC (δtc , ((chop, 1) · (look, 0))k ) does not hold. In particular, when k = 0, KHowEC (δtc , ) does not hold.

We define KHowByEC (δ, σ, δ tp ) to be the least relation
R(δ, σ, δ tp ) such that:



Thus, the simple EC-based formalization of knowing how
gives the wrong result for this example. Why is this so? Intuitively, it is easy to check that if KHowEC (δtc , ), then for
all j ∈
, KHowEC (δtc , ((chop, 1) · (look, 0))j ) and
KHowEC (look; δtc , ((chop, 1) · (look, 0))j · (chop, 1)). Now
consider a possible execution where an agent keeps chopping
and looking and seeing that the tree is not down forever.
There is no model of D tc where δtc yields this execution,
as the tree is guaranteed to come down after a finite number of chops. However, by the above, we see that KHowEC
is in fact taking this execution into account in determining
whether the agent knows how to execute δtc , since every finite prefix of the execution is indeed consistent with D tc .
The problem is that the set of all of them together is not.
This is why KHowEC fails. In the next section, we show that
KHowEC ’s failure on the tree chopping example is due to a
general limitation of the KHowEC formalization. Note that
Moore’s original account of ability [16] is closely related to
KHowEC and also fails on the tree chopping example [10].


4.

CAN ONLY HANDLE BOUNDED
SOLUTIONS

KHowEC

(a) If D ∪ C ∪ {Sensed[σ]} |= F inal(δ, end[σ]), then
R(δ, σ, nil).
(b) If D ∪ C ∪ {Sensed[σ]} |=
0
T rans(δ, end[σ], δ 0 , end[σ]) and R(δ 0 , σ, δ tp ), then
tp 0
R(δ, σ, T rue?; δ ).
(c) If D ∪ C ∪ {Sensed[σ]} |=
T rans(δ, end[σ], δ 0 , do(a, end[σ])) and for all µ such that
D ∪ C ∪ {Sensed[σ · (a, µ)]} is consistent, there exists
δµtp such that R(δ 0 , σ · (a, µ), δµtp ) then
0
0
R(δ, σ, a; if φ then δ tp else δ tp endIf) where φ is the
condition on the right hand side of the sensed fluent
axiom for a, and if D ∪ C ∪ {Sensed[σ · (a, 1)]} is in0
0
consistent then δ tp = F alse? else δ tp = δ1tp and if
0
D ∪ C ∪ {Sensed[σ · (a, 0)]} is inconsistent then δ tp =
tp
tp 0
F alse? else δ = δ0 .
We first show that for every program δ and history σ for
which KHowEC (δ, σ) holds, there is a program δ tp such that
KHowByEC (δ, σ, δ tp ) holds (we show later that δ tp must be
a TREE program):

Theorem 4.1. For all programs δ and histories σ,
if KHowEC (δ, σ), then there exists a program δ tp such that
KHowByEC (δ, σ, δ tp ).

(A) for all pairs (δ, σ), if
D ∪ C ∪ {Sensed[σ]} |= F inal(δ, end[σ])
then R(δ, σ);
(B) for all pairs (δ, σ), if there exists δ 0 such that

Next, we show that whenever KHowByEC (δ, σ, δ tp ) holds,
then δ tp is a TREE program which is guaranteed to terminate in a F inal situation of the given program δ (in all
models), and KHowEC (δ, σ) holds. Note that TREE programs are by definition deterministic, and thus this means
that all executions of δ tp must be executions of δ as well
(which execution we get depends only on the sensing results
obtained).

D ∪ C ∪ {Sensed[σ]} |=
T rans(δ, end[σ], δ 0 , end[σ])
and R(δ 0 , σ), then R(δ, σ);
(C) for all pairs (δ, σ), if there exist δ 0 and an action a such
that
D ∪ C ∪ {Sensed[σ]} |=
T rans(δ, end[σ], δ 0 , do(a, end[σ]))

Theorem 4.2. For all programs δ, histories σ, and programs δ tp , if KHowByEC (δ, σ, δ tp ) then we have that

and if M |= SF (a, end[σ]) then it is the case that
R(δ 0 , σ · (a, 1)) and if M |= ¬SF (a, end[σ]) then it
is the case that R(δ 0 , σ · (a, 0)), then R(δ, σ).

• δ tp is a TREE program,
• KHowEC (δ, σ),
•

D ∪ C ∪ {Sensed[σ]} |=
∃s.Do(δ tp , end[σ], s) ∧ Do(δ, end[σ], s).

The only difference between this and KHowEC is that the
sensing results come from the fixed model M . Given this, we
obtain the following formalization of when an agent knows
how to execute a program δ in a history σ:
KHowET d (δ, σ) iff for every model M such that
M |= D ∪ C ∪ {Sensed[σ]}, KHowInM(δ, σ, M ).

Since the number of steps a TREE program performs can
be bounded in advance, it follows that KHowEC will never
hold for programs/problems that are solvable, but whose
execution requires a number of steps that cannot be bounded
in advance, for instance, the program in the tree chopping
example. Thus KHowEC is severely restricted as an account
of knowing how; it can only be complete when all possible
strategies are bounded.

5.

DELIBERATION: ET-BASED ACCOUNT

We saw in Section 3 that the reason KHowEC failed on the
tree chopping example was that it required the agent to
have a choice of action that guaranteed reaching a F inal
configuration even for histories such as σω that were inconsistent with the domain specification. There was a branch
in the configuration tree that corresponded to that that history. This occurred because “local consistency” was used
to construct the configuration tree. The consistency check
kept switching which model of D ∪ C (which may be thought
as representing the environment) was used to generate the
next sensing result, postponing the observation that the tree
had come down forever. But in the real world, sensing results come from a fixed environment (even if we don’t know
which environment this is). It seems reasonable that we
could correct the problem by fixing the model of D ∪ C used
in generating possible configurations in our formalization of
knowing how. This is what we will now do.
Assume for the time being that we are only dealing with deterministic programs, i.e. programs that do not use the nondeterministic constructs |, π, ∗ , and k. We define when an
agent knows how to execute a program δ in a history σ and
model
M
(which
represents
the
environment),
KHowInM(δ, σ, M ), as the smallest relation R(δ, σ) such
that:

We call this type of formalization entailment and truthbased, since it uses entailment to ensure that the the agent
knows what transitions he can do, and truth in a model to
obtain possible sensing results.
KHowET d actually works for programs δ that are deterministic. For instance, it handles the tree chopping example
correctly: KHowET d (δtc , ) holds. However, for nondeterministic programs, KHowET d is too weak. Consider the following example. There is a treasure behind one of two doors
but the agent does not know which. We want to know if the
agent knows how to execute the program δtreas :
[(open1; look) | (open2; look)]; AtT reasure?
Intuitively, the agent does not know how to execute δtreas
because he does not know which door to open to get to the
treasure. However, KHowET d (δtreas , ) holds. Indeed in a
model M1 where the treasure is behind door 1, the agent can
pick
the
open1
action,
and
then we
have
KHowInM(look; AtT reasure?, [(open1, 1)], M1 ), and thus
KHowInM(δtreas , , M1 ). Similarly, in a model M2 where
the treasure is behind door 2, he can pick open2, and thus
KHowInM(δtreas , , M2 ).
The problem with KHowET d for nondeterministic programs
is that the action chosen need not be the same in different
models even if they have generated the same sensing results
up to that point and are indistinguishable for the agent.2
We can solve this problem by requiring that the agent have
a common strategy for all models/environments, i.e., that
2

Note that KHowEC does not suffer from this problem and
works just fine for nondeterministic programs, provided they
can only execute a bounded number of steps.

he have a deterministic program δ d that he knows how to
execute (in all models of the theory) and knows will terminate in a F inal situation of the given program δ:
KHowET (δ, σ) iff there is a deterministic program δ d such
that KHowET d (δ d , σ) and
D ∪ C ∪ {Sensed[σ]} |=
∃s.Do(δ d , end[σ], s) ∧ Do(δ, end[σ], s).
We do not think that it is possible to obtain a much simpler
general formalization of knowing how and to avoid the quantification over deterministic programs/strategies. A notion
of ability to achieve a goal can be defined in terms of the
KHowET account as we did for KHowEC in Section 3.

6.

DISCUSSION

What are the implications of our results for work on agent
programming languages (e.g. 3APL [9], AgentSpeak(L) [19],
etc.)? The semantics of such languages are usually specified
as a transition system. For instance in 3APL, configurations
are pairs involving a program and a belief base, and a transition relation over such pairs is defined by a set of rules.
Evaluating program tests is done by checking whether they
are entailed by the belief base. Checking action preconditions is done by querying the agent’s belief base update
relation, which would typically involve determining entailments over the belief base — the 3APL semantics abstracts
over the details of this. Sensing is not dealt with explicitly,
although one can suppose that it could be handled by simply updating the belief base (AgentSpeak(L) has events for
this kind of thing).
Most work in this area only deals with on-line reactive execution, where no deliberation/lookahead is performed; this
type of execution just involves repeatedly selecting some
transition allowed in the current configuration. However, a
commonly held view is that deliberation can simply be taken
as a different control regime involving search over the agent
program’s transition tree. It is understood that in the presence of sensing, one needs to find more than just a path to
a final configuration in the transition tree; one needs some
sort of plan/subtree where the agent has chosen some transition among those allowed but must have branches for all
possible sensing results. The natural way of determining
which sensing results are possible is checking their consistency with the current belief base. This is essentially an
EC-based approach. Also in work on planning under incomplete information, e.g. [1, 17], a similar sort of setting
is typically used, and finding a plan involves searching a (finite) space of knowledge states that are compatible with the
planner’s knowledge. Whereas the planner in [1] uses BDDs
to represent the set of possible states, the planner in [17]
uses restricted formulas instead. In any case, the underlying models are meant to represent only the current possible
states of the environment, which, in turn, are updated upon
the hypothetical execution of an action at planning time.
This is quite different from the way models are used here.
We use models that are dynamic in the sense that they represent the potential responses of the environment for any
future state. In that way, then, what the above planners are
doing is deliberation in the style of KHowEC . Our results
show that this view of deliberation is fundamentally flawed

when sensing is present. It produces an account that only
handles problems that can be solved in a bounded number
of actions. As an approach to implementing deliberation,
this may be perfectly fine. But as a semantics or specification, it is wrong. What is required is a much different kind
of account, like our ET-based one.
We believe that there is a close relationship between KHowET
some of the earlier epistemic accounts of knowing how and
ability [16, 3, 10, 14, 5]. We hope to get some correspondence results on this soon. The work presented here is also of
great relevance for defining a more adequate
search/deliberation operator in IndiGolog.
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